COPPER TODAY MEANS ELECTRICITY—
WITHOUT IT LIGHT AND POWER WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE

But—more than six thousand years ago, copper meant to mankind the beginning of metallurgy; it was the first step on the road to modern technology. This advance took place in the Near East. The first knowledge was won from surface finds of native copper. But real copper production which made Bronze tools (alloy of 90% copper, 10% tin) possible could start only through mining it.

During World War I, we gathered complete information on how prehistoric mines were operated during the Bronze Age three to four thousand years ago. The old copper areas in the Austrian Alps near Salzburg were then reopened and modern galleries cut through old prehistoric mines. We know from this that the old miners had to remove 26,000 tons of rock in order to get 780 tons of copper ore, but we learned from the waste left in processing that actually only 328 tons of copper ingots were extracted from this amount and it took about 78 years to produce these. This means that the annual production of such a mine was about 480 kg. of copper.

The process was so terribly slow because the "blasting" agents were fire and water. The rock was cracked by "firesetting." When the rock was made very hot from fire it was chilled with water. Bronze picks were used to break loose the brittle stone; wooden wedges helped to widen cracks. One "firesetting" netted about 1 ton of rock. This activity is shown in our central scene and around it one can see the varying tools used; the sled-like trough for ore transport, the haversack-like leather bags used to bring it up the slanting shaft with the man holding on to a rope being wound up—the first beginning of rope hauling.

Some timbering is shown as found in the mines to prevent caving in. Notice how the step ladder is a simple tree trunk. Trough-like water swings were used to pour the water against the hot rock. Such mines reached down to a depth of about 900 feet.

If we assume that all over Prehistoric Europe 1000 mines were in operation at the same time, then the annual production would have amounted to 420 tons a year for a population of maybe 3,500,000. That then was the whole supply available to make bronze tools and weapons. How little! Today the U. S. A. alone produces nearly 1,400,000 tons of copper. Nothing can illustrate more strikingly what enormous strides we have made since prehistory in industrial progress of which Detroit's leadership means so much.

* This is the third of a series of paintings entitled "Adventures in Time," prepared in full color by Dr. George Lechler, Wayne University scientist, and Marvin Beerbohm, painter, for the Harlan Electric Company.
Can Your Clients Afford Totally Destructive Fires?

Irreparable financial damage may easily result when a building is completely lost, not by reason of any lack of insurance, but because of the loss of income brought about by an inability to resume normal activities rapidly.

At an initial cost comparable to that for materials having little resistance to fire, a high degree of protection can be provided with flexicore pre-cast concrete roof and floor slabs.

Furnish your clients with “built in” fire protection. Specify flexicore.

Price Brothers Company
MICHIGAN flexicore DIVISION
12831 Newburg Road
Livonia, Michigan
Woodward 5-6376
Plymouth 2075

Exclusive Distributors for F. C. Russell Co., Cleveland, Ohio

1749 W. LAFAYETTE, DETROIT 16, MICH.
Build Better with

VIBRAPAC Block

You Get Both Beauty and Permanence
at an Amazingly Low Cost!

Compare the beauty of Vibrapac Block with any other type of building block, regardless of cost. You can tell at a glance, it is something substantial and enduring, as well as eye-appealing. Available in a variety of attractive and distinctive designs, Vibrapac Block challenges the skill and imagination of the designer.

Then consider such other plus values as firesafety, storm-safety, insulation against heat and cold, acoustical and sound-proofing qualities, vermin-proofness and low-upkeep. Yes, Vibrapac Block gives you both beauty and permanence at an amazingly low cost.

Vibrapac Block are produced on Besser Automatic High-Production Block Machines. Ask your nearby Vibrapac-equipped Products Plant for literature describing the many styles and sizes available. Or write directly to the Besser Manufacturing Company, Box 189, Alpena, Michigan.

...a Half Century of Concrete Masonry Progress!
Chem Brick

This Picture of Dearborn Motor Sales in Birmingham emphasizes the Beauty of CHEM BRICK for Exterior Commercial and Industrial Elevations.

Specify CHEM BRICK wherever you want to combine Permanent Beauty, Durability, Modern Design and Lower Costs.

DETROIT BRICK & BLOCK CO.
Ft. of St. Jean, Detroit 14, VALley 2-4879

Better Design

with T-Chord
Design with greater spans.
Design with fewer columns.
Design with more utility.

Ton for ton, the single member Tee provides a stiffer, more rigid chord than conventional double-angle chords. This greater strength per ton permits design for larger unimpaired work areas, neater appearance. Faster, easier construction with T-Chord long span joists means speed and economy on the job. Our engineers will welcome the opportunity to help you in every way.

See Sweet's Architectural File No. 2CHA
Sweet's Industrial File

Haven-Busch Company
501 Front Ave., N.W., Phone 9-4173, Grand Rapids 4, Mich.

Meijer's Supermarket, 28th Street Near Clyde Park, Grand Rapids, Michigan
8 Reasons Why Concrete Driveways Deliver Outstanding Service

Concrete is the best paving material for industrial driveways and loading areas. There are many reasons why:

1. Concrete pavements are moderate in first cost, yet can be designed for any present or anticipated loads.
2. Concrete requires much less maintenance than other types of pavement.
3. Concrete pavements deliver years of dependable, uninterrupted service. Their moderate first cost + low maintenance cost + long life = low annual cost.
4. Concrete is easy to clean and keep clean. Just wash it down with a hose.
5. Concrete drives and loading areas drain and dry quickly. They eliminate unsightly muddy areas and add to the appearance of the plant and grounds.
6. Concrete pavements stay free from dangerous ruts, washboard wrinkles and raveled edges.
7. Concrete's light-reflecting surface requires less illumination at night.
8. Concrete can be colored to match any trademark or plant color scheme.

Write today for free booklet, "Concrete Industrial Driveways." It is distributed in the United States and Canada only.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Olds Tower Bldg., Lansing 8, Mich.

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete... through scientific research and engineering field work.
WE'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES TO MEET YOUR SPECIFICATIONS!

Whatever your need may be, there is a CONCRETE PIPE made to fit it. Concrete Pipe Association Companies produce a complete range of sizes from 6" to 144" diameters as well as FIVE different strength specifications.

Nine member companies stand ready to meet your specifications with CONCRETE PIPE delivered WHEN AND WHERE the contractor wants it. Write Association for full details.

CONCRETE PIPE ASSOCIATION OF Michigan
P.O. Box 416, Ann Arbor, Michigan

GOOD FOOD and FAST SERVICE

Busy Drive-In Uses GAS-fired Equipment to Speed Service

The Mercury Drive-In Restaurant, at 20409 James Couzens in Detroit, features good food (fried chicken is a specialty) and fast service. This restaurant's excellent food is prepared in an all-gas kitchen. Gas equipment was a natural choice because gas is fast, flexible and economical. This busy drive-in is equipped with 2 grill-and-oven ranges, 7 fryers, 1 chicken fryer, 1 coffee urn, 2 open-top ranges with oven and steam table, 1 water heater, and a dishwasher with gas booster heater.

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED GAS COMPANY
Serving 765,000 customers in Michigan
W. E. WOOD CO.
4649 Humboldt
Detroit 8, Michigan

45 Years
Outstanding Construction Service

INSTITUTIONAL
INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL

THERE IS A SERVICE AND A QUALITY
IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS
THAT CANNOT BE WRITTEN INTO
A SPECIFICATION OR DRAWN ON A PLAN

HENRY J. BRENNAN
PRESIDENT
W. F. AUSTIN
VICE PRESIDENT
LEO P. RICHARDSON
SECRETARY AND TREASURER
A strong, rigid hollow-core paneling especially suited to non-residential new construction. Special "V" joint provides a fast, accurate fit. Quickly installed without backing materials or mastic. Standard 24" x 48" and 24" x 96" panels with nominal 5/8" thickness. Prefinished in ten decorator colors and four beautiful wood patterns.

Quickly installed over old or new walls with easily-applied clips. Exclusive tongue and groove joint conceals all fastening. Permanent soilproof finish never needs painting; stays like new for years. Planks (16" x 8") and Blocks (16" square) both 3/16" thick. Available in ten "Companion Colors" plus four distinctive wood patterns.

MARSH WALL PRODUCTS, INC., Dept. 371, DOVER, OHIO • Subsidiary of Masonite Corp.

Detroit Office: 6432 Cass Avenue
Phone TRinity 56300

Visit Parlor B, Statler Hotel. W. E. (Bill) Ogden will be happy to show you the complete line of Marlite prefinished paneling.
WE EXTEND BEST WISHES TO THE
MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS
FOR A SUCCESSFUL 40TH ANNUAL CONVENTION

SUPPLIERS OF OVER FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND
CINDER CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS AND ALLIED
MASONRY MATERIALS FOR THE J. L. HUDSON
NORTHLAND REGIONAL SHOPPING CENTER

HORN FUEL & SUPPLY CO.
An Established Dealer
Carrying a Complete Line of All
Masonry and Plastering Materials
Distributors of Concrete Masonry Reinforcing

9133 HUBBELL AVE., DETROIT 28
11841 KERCHEVAL AVE., DETROIT 14

Manufacturers of
Cinder
Concrete
Masonry
Units
Since 1923

CONTROLLED
QUALITY
STEAM CURED
MODULAR UNITS

9143 HUBBELL AVE., DETROIT 28
Vermont 8-3200

There Is
a MATERIAL
Difference
THEREFORE, when we build, let us think that we build forever.

Let it not be for present delight, nor for present use alone, let it be such work as our descendants will thank us for, and let us think, as we lay stone on stone, that a time is to come when those stones will be held sacred because our hands have touched them, and that men will say as they look upon the labor and the wrought substance of them, 'See! this our fathers did for us.'—JOHN RUSKIN

Our building creed since our beginning, in 1908

GEORGE W. AUCH COMPANY
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION

3646 MT. ELLIOTT AVENUE, DETROIT 7, MICHIGAN
PICTURED are major construction projects of recent years in which the R. L. Spitzley Heating Co. of Detroit played an important role, installing plumbing, heating, air conditioning or ventilating. Following is a list of the buildings, as numbered, the architects, and the portion of construction accomplished by the Spitzley Co.

1. Detroit-Wayne City-County Building; plumbing, heating and air conditioning; Harley, Ellington & Day, architects.
2. Detroit Veterans Memorial Building; plumbing; Harley, Ellington & Day, architects.
5. University of Michigan—Men’s Dormitory; plumbing, heating and ventilation; Andrew Morrison, architect.
6. Udylite Corporation—Research Building; plumbing, heating and air conditioning; Odell, Hewlett & Luckenbach, architects.
7. International Institute—Offices and Meeting Halls; plumbing, heating and ventilating; Odell, Hewlett & Luckenbach, architects; George Wagschal Assoc., engineers.
8. University of Michigan—Angell Hall Addition; plumbing, heating and ventilating; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, architects.
9. Auto Owners Insurance Company—Office Building; plumbing, heating and air conditioning; Black & Block, architects; George Wagschal Assoc., engineers.
10. Henry Ford Hospital—Clinic Building; plumbing, heating and air conditioning; Voorhees, Walker, Foley & Smith, architects.
11. City of Detroit—Blissfield Pumping Station; plumbing, heating and ventilating.
14. University of Michigan—School of Business Administration; plumbing, heating and ventilating; Black & Block, architects.
16. Huron-Clinton Metropolitan Beach; plumbing, heating and ventilating; Odell, Hewlett & Luckenbach, architects; E. R. Little, engineer.
Northland’s Mechanical Contractor:

THE DONALD MILLER COMPANY

PLUMBING  •  HEATING  •  POWER PIPING

DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN
The Planting at Northland
(designed by E. A. Eichstedt, L.A.)
was executed by
CHAS. F. IRISH CO., INC.
COMPLETE TREE SERVICE

HORACE TRUMBAUER, ARCHITECT

Large Tree Being Moved by "Irish"

TRIMMING
FEEDING
SPRAYING
CABLING
REMOVING, ETC.

PLANTINGS
OF ALL KINDS
INCLUDING
LARGE TREE MOVING
LARGE LAWN AREAS, ETC.

15280 E. 8 Mile Road
Detroit 5, Michigan

418 E. 105th Street
Cleveland 8, Ohio

Tel. LA. 7-2922
Tel. Gl. 1-3700
It costs no more to employ a specialist!

Constructing a deep foundation for a heavy press or making other alterations in a busy plant, without disrupting production, requires special skill.

Commercial Contracting Corporation excels in projects of this kind, and has built an enviable reputation for doing quality work — quickly and economically.

Every detail is planned in advance. Every contingency is analyzed. All equipment, manpower, and materials arrive at the site according to a predetermined schedule.

Only the most efficient equipment is used, and all possible precautions are taken to protect plant personnel.

Whether your project is large or small, every aspect of the work will be supervised by experts, expedited by top management.

Call Commercial Contracting Corporation to handle your own plant alterations or expansion program. You will be more than satisfied. Early consultation will often result in substantial economies.

CCC services, available to you individually or under one PACKAGE contract, include:

General Construction • Building Alterations • Demolition • Foundations • Machinery Installing
Press Erecting • Crane and Conveyor Installing • Equipment Warehousing
Machinery Moving • Steel Fabricating • Export Packaging

Write for complete information without obligation

COMMERCIAL CONTRACTING CORPORATION • General Contractors
12160 CLOVERDALE, DETROIT 4, MICHIGAN • Texas 4-7400
art of the architect


William W. Wurster 25
Clair W. Ditchy 25
Robert Newman 25
Herman Hickman 25

Him I call an architect who, by a sure and wonderful art and method, is able, both with thought and invention, to devise and, with patience and industry, to complete all those works, which, by means of the movement of great weights and the conjunction and amassment of bodies, can, with the greatest beauty, be adapted to the uses of mankind, and to be able to do this he must have a thorough insight into the noblest and most curious sciences...

If what we have here laid down appears to be true, we may conclude beauty to be such a consent and agreement of the parts of a whole in which it is found, as number, finishing, and collocation as conformity—that is to say, the principal law of nature—requires. This is what architecture chiefly aims at, and by this she obtains her beauty, dignity, and value. The ancients, knowing from the nature of things that the matter was in fact as I have stated it and being convinced that if they neglected this main point they could never produce anything great or commendable, did in their works pay to themselves chiefly the imitation of nature, as the greatest artist at all manner of compositions; and for this purpose they laboured, as far as the industry of man could reach, to discover the laws upon which she herself acted, in order to transfer them to the business of architecture.

Thus from an imitation of nature they invented three manneres of adorning a building and gave them names from their first inventors. One was better contrived for strength and duration; this they called Doric; another was more tempered and beautiful; this they named Corinthian; another was a kind of medium composed from the other two, and this they called Ionic.

DECEMBER — CLAIR W. DITCHY

JANUARY, 1955 — GEORGE D. MASON & CO.

FEBRUARY — SUREN PILAFIAN

MARCH — 41st ANNUAL M.S.A. CONVENTION—VICTOR GRUEN

Including national architect

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION—National Council of Architectural Registration Boards.

Charles E. Frost, Canton, O., President; Fred L. Markham, Provo, Utah, 1st Vice-President; Bartlett Cooke, San Antonio, Texas, 2nd Vice-President; Edgar H. Brown, Green Bay, Wis., 3rd Vice-President; William L. Parks, Chariton, Iowa, Secretary-Treasurer.

Executive Committee consists of aforementioned officers and Roger C. Kirchof, Milwaukee, Wis., Council Board of Review; Walter F. Mortens, Charleston, W. Va.; Lusius R. White, Jr., Baltimore, Md.; Ralph Edward Witsaw, Troy H. Y.

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION—Detroit Chapter of The American Institute of Architects: Amedeo Leone, President; Charles B. McGrew, Chairman; Bartlett Cooke, San Antonio, Texas, 2nd Vice-President; Raymond H. Olson, Sec.-Treas.; Kenneth D. Coffin, Asst. Sec.-Treas.; Robert J. Smiley, Executive Secretary.

Listed in Standard Rate & Data Service. For further information, see page 1.

Executive Secretary.

Further information, see page 1.

Theodore G. Seemeyer, Jr., Advertising Director; 120 Madison Avenue, Detroit 26, Mich. WOODWARD-6385.

Address all inquiries concerning National Council of Architectural Registration Board to William L. Parks, Secretary-Treasurer, 726 Lucas Ave., Chariton, Iowa.

Subscription $1.50 per year (members $1.50). 30c per copy (Rosters $1).
The article states that the architects have achieved an unusually successful plan which takes maximum advantage of the available space and provides rooms, open living areas, with units placed on the irregular, L-shaped site in an informal pattern, and it adds:

"Some are in rows, others are grouped around courts. The architects have avoided monotony by putting the units that constitute the blocks in a staggered arrangement."

The editors particularly note the architects' planning which leaves the lawn sides entirely free of encumbrances with laundry-drying yards and sunken garbage receptacles for each pair of units concealed behind cedar-stake fences.

Particularly praised is the open planning with only a screen of expanded metal setting off the kitchen from the remainder of the space, and the article concludes that while freedom was the keynote, the architects have provided the Benton Harbor tenants with a surprising degree of privacy, livability and some of the spaciousness not usually found in housing projects.
architects should participate in city planning

Says John Root, F.A.I.A., Chairman of Committee on Public Relations, A.I.A.

John Welborn Root, F.A.I.A., famous Chicago third-generation architect, Chairman of The American Institute of Architects' Committee on Public Relations, at a meeting of his Committee in San Francisco recently, said that cities would be better off if architects would take part in city planning.

"In Chicago the A.I.A. Chapter has furnished teams of young architects who give their time free in making studies for a Civic Center—we don't have one, so we are free to suggest where it should be located. Our City's program of conservation, rehabilitation and renewal of housing is backed by proposed federal legislation. There is, for instance, a neighborhood west of the Loop and north of the river where the buildings are 30 or 40 years old, and it has 37 nationalities.

"There was a citizens' committee formed on which there was an architect as technical advisor. He served without compensation. They set up a central bureau through which any one who wanted to remodel his building could get estimates of cost and find out if he needed an architect, and how he could finance the work.

"Since the old buildings are still sound and the area is not a slum, this would seem to me to be real conservation. There are vast areas of this kind in most every city. A new Illinois redevelopment law permits a neighborhood to decide if it wants rehabilitation, and, with 60 per cent of the owners approving, to develop a scheme in conjunction with the citywide redevelopment agency and the City Plan Commission.

"If they get the approval, they will wreck the buildings that are beyond repair, and then they will rehabilitate and bring up to standard the buildings that remain. The next phase is redevelopment, the complete clearing out of substantial areas of slums and rebuilding them.

"Our Land Clearance Commission, under State law, can condemn property and resell it at reduced prices to developers. Under this program, the New York Life Insurance Company is building 2000 housing units.""}

Mr. Root's firm, now Holabird & Root & Burgee, has been responsible for such famous buildings as Washington's Statler Hotel, North Dakota State Capitol, Scioto Ordinance Plant in Marion, Ohio, and the Daily News Building in Chicago.

architects in the news

arkansas

JOHN A. RAUCH is the new president of the Arkansas Chapter, A.I.A.; Ralph O. Mott is vice-president; K. E. N. Cole, Jr., secretary; Guy W. Swaim, treasurer, and Paul Young, Jr., director.

california

RICHARD J. NEUTRA, F.A.I.A., has deed his literary and graphic estate, and suitable funds to utilize the material, to the University of California at Los Angeles. The estate consists of thousands of studies, drawings, sketches, manuscripts, photographs, plans and models. Mr. Neutra's new book, "Survival Through Design," was the subject of a cover story in the February 20 issue of Saturday Review.

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION INSTITUTE has chartered a Southern California Chapter. Officers are Norman Hunter, A.I.A., president; Roger Lillicrop, vice-president; Albert E. Barnes, secretary-treasurer. This is the sixth chapter of the organization, indorsed by The A.I.A. and the Producers' Council, with headquarters in Washington, D.C.

PEREIRA & LUCKMAN, Los Angeles architects and engineers, announce the addition of three new staff members: Oliver G. Johnson, as planner of industrial installations; Courtney Matthews, chief of electronics, and Charles B. Worthley, coordinator of engineering.

ULYSSES FLOYD RIBLE is new president of the Southern California Chapter, A.I.A.; serving with him are Kemper Nomland, vice-president; Francis O. Merchant, secretary; William Woollett, treasurer; S. Kenneth Johnson, Herman Charles Light, C. M. Desay and Henry L. Wright, directors.

Clair W. Ditchy, F.A.I.A., president of The A.I.A., installed the new officers. Southern California Chapter is the Institute's third largest.

(Continued on Page 21)
news

L. A. STORRS has been elected president of the Santa Barbara Chapter, A.I.A.; Jack R. Lewis, president of the San Diego Chapter, and John P. Miller, president of the San Joaquin Valley Chapter.

NEW YORK

BROOKLYN CHAPTER, A.I.A., is sponsoring an architectural competition for redevelopment of the Sea Gate section of Brooklyn. Cash prizes will be offered to students and others in the field of architecture. It was announced by Harry Silverman, Chapter president.

Died


EDWARD F. GLASS, A.I.A., 68, in San Francisco, Jan. 31. A native of San Francisco, he was former State housing director in California.

JOSEPH R. HAMPSHIRE, A.I.A., 63, in West Stockbridge, Mass., Jan. 20. A resident of Pittsfield, Mass., he was resident architect at Deerfield Academy, and he designed many buildings there.


MICHIGAN

ROBERT L. FINK has been appointed manager of product design for The Kawneer Company, of Niles, Michigan, it is announced by Lawrence J. Plym, Company president. Fink will be responsible for the appearance design of all Kawneer architectural metal products. Plym said. A graduate of Ohio State University, Fink has had extensive experience in the field of design.

NEVADA

ARCHITECTS PEREIRA & LUCKMAN have received the 1954 supremacy award of Hollywood's Academy of Color and Design, for their redesigned and enlarged Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas. "The daring and imaginative production which will mark another trend-making milestone in the continuing bid for leadership in the resort hotel field."

EDWIN T. REEDER has succeeded Frank Shuflin as president of the Florida South Chapter, A.I.A.

NORMAN M. GILLER, A.I.A., of Miami Beach, is writing a book on hotels. South Florida has taken the lead in such projects, and Giller has had an important part in their development.

ILLINOIS

PROFESSOR ALAN K. LAING, A.I.A., has been named Chairman of the Department of Architecture, College of Fine and Applied Arts, University of Illinois. The reorganization of the Department was at the request of Professor Turpin C. Bannister, F.A.I.A., former head, who desired to be relieved of administrative duties. Professor Laing, long a member of the faculty, is a graduate of the University of Denver, and M.I.T. The announcement was made by Dean Rexford Newcomb, F.A.I.A.

The Department also announces that Thomas H. Klausmeyer has been appointed as the Edward L. Ryerson Fellow in Architecture for 1953-54. Klausmeyer, a graduate of the Department in 1953, with highest honors, received his degree in Architecture and Architectural Engineering. Donald E. Sporleder was named first alternate, and Lincoln H. Jones, second alternate.

KENTUCKY

BERGMAN S. LETZLER has been elected president of the West Kentucky Chapter, A.I.A., John R. Bickel, vice-president; Osian P. Ward (re-elected) secretary. Letzler succeeds Arthur G. Tafel, who was named to a four-year term on the board.

CONNECTICUT

WILLIAM B. TABLER, A.I.A., of New York staff architect for Hotels Statler Company, is now supervising construction of the Hartford, Connecticut Statler, which he designed. The building has metal-glass facade, with insulation, instead of masonry enclosing walls.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CLAIR W. DITCHY, F.A.I.A., president of The American Institute of Architects, announces that the theme of The Institute's 88th annual convention at Hotel Statler in Boston, June 15-19, will be "Forces That Shape Architecture." The theme will afford an opportunity to assess those forces which have so radically changed the profession in the past 50 years, Mr. Ditchy said. In addition to the regular features, visitors will take advantage of the Boston scene with a special Pops Concert by the Boston Symphony.

Convention chairman Philip Creer, of Providence, R. I., is being assisted by James Lawrence, Jr., of Boston, president of the Massachusetts State Association of Architects, and chairman of the host Chapter Convention Committee. Arthur B. Holmes of the A.I.A. staff is Convention Manager.

EDMUND R. PURVES, F.A.I.A., executive director of The A.I.A., has been named to the Advisory Committee of National Housing Leaders, established by T. O. Hollyday, FHA Commissioner.

COLORADO

CASPER HEGNER now heads the Colorado Chapter, A.I.A. He succeeds James M. Hunter. Others elected: George Gordon Sweet, vice-president; Morton Polivnick, secretary; Richard B. Williams, treasurer; Hunter and Victor Hornbein, directors.

FLORIDA

MELLEN C. GREELEY, F.A.I.A., of Jacksonville, has been named supervising architect for the Duval (Fla.) school system, to direct the system's extensive building program and to coordinate operations of the maintenance and construction department. Mr. Greeley has served as president of his Chapter, and for the past quarter of a century he has been secretary-treasurer of the Florida State Board of Architecture.

ROBERT MAYBIN, of Tallahassee, has been elected president of the North Central Florida Chapter, A.I.A.

ILLINOIS

PROFESSOR ALAN K. LAING, A.I.A., has been named Chairman of the Department of Architecture, College of Fine and Applied Arts, University of Illinois. The reorganization of the Department was at the request of Professor Turpin C. Bannister, F.A.I.A., former head, who desired to be relieved of administrative duties. Professor Laing, long a member of the faculty, is a graduate of the University of Denver, and M.I.T. The announcement was made by Dean R. Newcomb, F.A.I.A.

The Department also announces that Thomas H. Klausmeyer has been appointed as the Edward L. Ryerson Fellow in Architecture for 1953-54. Klausmeyer, a graduate of the Department in 1953, with highest honors, received his degree in Architecture and Architectural Engineering. Donald E. Sporleder was named first alternate, and Lincoln H. Jones, second alternate.

IOWA

O. H. THORSON has been re-elected president of the Iowa Chapter, A.I.A. Other officers are Gerald Griffith, vice-president; Stan Verploeg, secretary, and Claire Weints, treasurer. All are from Des Moines. Election took place at a three-day convention in Des Moines, at which dues of corporate members were increased from $10 to $15 to aid in a $3000 annual budget for public relations. Richard M. Bennett was principal speaker.

NEW YORK

BROOKLYN CHAPTER, A.I.A., is sponsoring an architectural competition for redevelopment of the Sea Gate section of Brooklyn. Cash prizes will be offered to students and others in the field of architecture. It was announced by Harry Silverman, Chapter president.

PAUL R. MAHLER, of Greenville, Long Island, was recently presented with a Merit Citation for being adjudged the outstanding architectural student at the Institute of Design and Construction, in Brooklyn. Vito P. Battista, A.I.A., director of the Institute, was able to place Mahler with the architectural firm of Harrison & Abramovitz. The program is intended to assist talented high school students who are unable to continue their education in a university.

DIED


EDWARD F. GLASS, A.I.A., 68, in San Francisco, Jan. 31. A native of San Francisco, he was former State housing director in California.

JOSEPH R. HAMPSHIRE, A.I.A., 63, in West Stockbridge, Mass. A resident of Pittsfield, Mass., he was resident architect at Deerfield Academy, and he designed many buildings there.

WILLIAM ORR LUDLOW, F.A.I.A., 83, of Madison, N. J., in Fort Myers, Fla. In New York City, he was architect for the Johns-Manville Bldg., Chase Tower, New York Times Bldg., and many others.

After partnerships in New York, in 1935 he formed a partnership in Summit, N. J., with his son David H. Ludlow, A.I.A. He had served as chairman of The A.I.A. Committee on Public Information.

FREDERICK WALTER MELLOR, A.I.A., in New York City, Jan. 22. V. P. John J. Harte Co., Engineers, of Atlanta, in charge of the N. Y. office. Designed the George Rogers Clark Memorial, Vincennes, Ind.

FRANCIS WILLARD PUCKEY, A.I.A., in Chicago, Jan. 7. Member emeritus, A.I.A. Member BAID, headed Atelier Puckey, in Chicago. Native of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., graduate of M. I. T.

JOHN CELLARIUS SHEPARD, A.I.A., 30, in Cincinnati, Jan. 18. Member of the architectural firm headed by his uncle, Charles F. Cellarius, F.A.I.A. Graduated from the University of Illinois, did graduate work at Princeton University.

You are invited to visit us at our suite during the Annual Convention of the Michigan Society of Architects, March 10-11-12, at the Statler Hotel, Detroit.

CRAWFORD CUSTOMIZED DESIGN . . .
a colorful, versatile, expressive tool in the hands of the creative architect.

Isn't it refreshing that something as commonplace and utilitarian as a garage door can be made rich, colorful, beautiful; a source of satisfaction to your own sense of aesthetic values and a source of pride to the owner!

You can do it with Crawford Customized Design. You start with a standard, stock, Crawford Marvel-Lift Door—Conventional, Contemporary, Ranch, Flush-Modern or Panel-Modern. To this basic door is added your choice of Crawford Custom Design Mouldings and Rosettes and your color-styling—the elements which give it the character and personality you have planned for it and which make it an integral part of the ensemble, not an appendage.

There's almost no limit to what you can do with this combination of door, accessories, color and your own creative talent. Front door and service door can be Customized to conform, of course. And, if you should want to beautify a commercial or industrial door in this easy, practical, effective way, why not! Industry needs beauty too. For more information, call Crawford Door Sales of Detroit, 4631 Beaulieu, Walnut 4-9300, or call the Crawford Door Sales Co. listed in your classified phone book under "DOORS".

Crawford MARVEL-LIFT Garage Doors with Customized Design
m s a 40th convention program

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 1954

5:00-8:00 P.M.—Registration, Foyer of Grand Ballroom—Men $2. Ladies free. Viewing of Exhibits.

8:00 P.M.—Social Program, Ballroom—Entertainment, Refreshments Complimentary Hosts to be announced

THURSDAY, MARCH 11

8:00 A.M.—Complimentary Breakfast for Board of Directors, Ivory Room

Complimentary Breakfasts and caucuses of Chapter Delegates, Wayne Room

Detroit—Table No. 1

Saginaw Valley—No. 2

Western Michigan—No. 3

9:00 A.M.—Registration Continued Viewing of Exhibits

10:00 A.M.—Annual Business Meeting Ballroom

President, Linn Smith Presiding

Keynote Address—Bruce Bradshaw, of The J. L. Hudson Company

12:00 M.—Ladies Luncheon Detroit Athletic Club—Complimentary Speaker, Bruce Bradshaw

The J. L. Hudson Company Subject: ‘Fasions in Fabrics and Color Schemes’

12:30 P.M.—Luncheon, Wayne Room ($3.25)

Cocktails Complimentary Vice President, Charles B. McGrew, Presiding

Greetings from the City of Detroit Reports of Chapter Officers

2:00 P.M.—Addresses, Wayne Room Subject: Panel Curtain Wall Construction

Introduction of Speakers by James B. Hughes, A.I.A.

Moderator: Joseph N. Lacy, A.I.A.

Speakers: Robert F. Hastings, A.I.A. and Ward Kessler, on Sash & Frames Edward X. Tuttle, A.I.A., on Spandrel Panels

Eliot F. Robinson, A.I.A. and Ross A. Griffith, on Glazing, Caulking and Sealing

Speaker to be Announced, on Exposed Rubber Glazing Strips

Discussion period

4:00 P.M.—Viewing of Exhibits

5:30 P.M.—Cocktails, Bagley Room

Compliments of Producers’ Council, Michigan Chapter

6:30 P.M.—Dinner, Wayne Room ($4.75)

Vice-President, Adrian N. Langius, F.A.I.A., Presiding

8:00 P.M.—Address, Wayne Room

Speaker: William Wilson Wurster, A.I.A.

Subject: To be announced

Introduction by Clair W. Ditchey, F.A.I.A.

10:00 P.M.—Viewing of Exhibits

FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 1954

9:30 A.M.—Buses leave Hotel for Tour of R. C. Mahon Company Plant By Ticket only (Complimentary)

Luncheon, Compliments of R. C. Mahon Company

11:30 A.M.—Ladies Reception, Ivory Room

Host: Michigan Society of Architects

12:30 P.M.—Ladies Luncheon, Ivory Room

Business Meeting and Program ($3.25)

2:30 P.M.—Address, Bagley Room

Speaker: Robert Newman Professor at M.I.T. and partner, Bolt Beranek and Newman, Consulting Acoustical Engineers

Introduction by Carl A. Scheuf- feler, A.I.A.

Subject: ‘Design for Good Acoustics’

Discussion Period

4:30 P.M.—Viewing of Exhibits

7:00 P.M.—Michigan Building Industry Banquet, Ballroom

President Linn Smith, Presiding

Toastmaster, Roger Allen, A.I.A.

Speaker: Herman Hickman

Subject: To be announced

Award of Honorary Membership in the Michigan Society of Architects Award of Multi-Color Blue Print Company Competition Prizes

Award of Honorary Memberships

NOTE: Tables will be reserved and tickets provided for MSA officers and directors and their wives. For others, banquet tickets can be obtained only by using the forms to be sent out by the Banquet Committee.

SATURDAY, MARCH 13, 1954

9:30 A.M.—Buses leave Hotel for Tour of The J. L. Hudson Company’s Northland Shopping Center.

By Ticket only (Complimentary)

The Michigan Society of Architects 40th Annual Convention at the Statler in Detroit, March 10-13, 1954, will feature such nationally known speakers as William W. Wurster, Dean of the School of Architecture, University of California; Robert Newman, Acoustical Engineering Consultant and faculty member at M.I.T.; Herman Hickman, former football coach at Yale University; Clair W. Ditchey, President of The American Institute of Architects, and Roger Allen, A.I.A., Architect and humanitarian, of Grand Rapids; Lyall H. Askew of Detroit is general chairman of the convention committee.

In addition, there will be an exhibition of working drawings, submitted in a competition of work done in Michigan architects offices during 1953. The exhibit will be supplemented by drawings of early Michigan buildings, and examples of reproduction methods from early days down to the present.

The convention will open Wednesday afternoon, March 10, with registration and viewing of the building materials exhibits and architectural competition, followed by a complimentary social evening with entertainment and refreshments, featuring a special dramatic audience-participation production.

Thursday morning there will be complimentary breakfast meetings of the Society’s board of directors, and delegates from the three State chapters. The annual business meeting will open at 10:00 A.M. Thursday morning, with Society president Linn Smith presiding, and reports of chapter presidents will be heard.

Following a luncheon on Thursday, there will be a symposium on Panel Curtain Wall Construction, presided over by architect James B. Hughes, and speakers will include Joseph N. Lacy, Robert F. Hastings, Ward Kessler, Edward X. Tuttle, Robert Hildebran, Ross Griffith and Elliott Robinson. These men are qualified to discuss various phases of the subject, such as sash and frames, spandrel panels, caulking and sealing, and rubber glazing strips.

At 5:30 P.M. Thursday, the Producers’ Council, Michigan Chapter will be at a social hour, and this will be followed by a dinner at which Dean Wurster will speak.

Friday morning delegates and guests will be taken by bus to the plant of the R. C. Mahon Company, for a tour of inspection.

Friday afternoon Newman will speak on “Design for Good Acoustics,” and there will be a question-and-answer period.

The Convention proper will close with the Michigan Building Industry Banquet Friday evening, with President Smith presiding, Roger Allen as toastmaster and Hickman as speaker. At this event the Society’s Gold Medal will be presented to a member who has made outstanding contributions to the architectural profession, on honorary membership will be presented, and the multi-color blue print competition prizes will be awarded.

Saturday morning buses will be provided for registrants to visit the new J. L. Hudson Company’s Northland Shopping Center, for a preview of that project, which is scheduled for opening in late March.

Ladies’ activities, in charge of Mrs. James B. Morison, will include a complimentary luncheon at the Detroit Athletic Club on Thursday, at which the speaker will be Bruce Bradshaw, of the J. L. Hudson Company, who will speak on “Fashions in Fabrics and Color Schemes;” a complimentary social hour at the Statler on Friday, followed by a luncheon in the Statler’s Ivory Room.
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speakers at the msa 40th annual convention

DEAN WURSTER

WILLIAM WILSON WURSTER, A.I.A. will be the speaker Thursday, March 11, at 8:00 P.M., at the Michigan Society of Architects 40th Annual Convention in Detroit's Hotel Statler.

Mr. Wurster, now Dean of the College of Architecture at the University of California in Berkeley, is a native of California, and, after graduation from the University of California, he traveled and studied in Europe. He was also employed by the office of Delano & Aldrich in New York City, and he later practiced alone in California. He was a Fellow in the Graduate School of Design at Harvard, and Dean of School of Architecture and Planning at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In 1940 he married Catherine Bauer, who has distinguished herself in the fields of planning and housing.

Dean Wurster has practiced with Theodore C. Bernardi and Don Emmons. He was appointed by the President as a member of the National Capital Park and Planning Commission and he served as its chairman. He is an Honorary Corresponding member of the Royal Institute of British Architects, member of Sigma Chi, Tau Beta Pi, American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and The American Institute of Architects.

at the banquet

HERMAN HICKMAN, All-American guard at Tennessee in 1931, has been in football most of his 42 years, yet he is more than a football man.

While he was coach at Wake Forest, North Carolina State and West Point, he was also becoming famous on the banquet circuit, telling about his mountain "kin-kolk" or reciting full-blooded poetry.

After he became head coach at Yale in 1948, it wasn't long before TV producers began using him on various programs, and by 1952 he gave up a ten-year contract at Yale.

He has recently added another laurel—as a writer, he is telling of his early adventures as a wrestler, in a series of articles in the Saturday Evening Post.

Mr. Robert Newman, who will be the speaker at the Convention's Friday afternoon session, is a distinguished engineer on the faculty of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is a member of the firm of Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Consulting Acoustical Engineers, of Cambridge, Massachusetts.

His firm has been much in demand on many important projects, including some in the Detroit area.

Taking for his subject "Design for Good Acoustics," Mr. Newman will have an interesting message on this important phase of today's building problems.

Mr. Newman will be introduced by Carl A. Scheufler, A.I.A., a member of the Convention Program Committee. A discussion period will follow the address, at which attendants will have the opportunity of asking questions.

Mr. Ditchy, President of The American Institute of Architects, will be Guest of Honor. He will introduce Dean Wurster, and will otherwise be in evidence at the convention.

CLAIR WILLIAM DITCHY, F.A.I.A.
Max Abramovitz, F.A.I.A., distinguished member of the New York architectural firm of Harrison & Abramovitz, was the speaker at a meeting of the Detroit Chapter of The American Institute of Architects, in Detroit’s Rackham Building, on the evening of February 10, 1954.

During the day he had visited the General Motors Technical Center, being done by Eero Saarinen, in collaboration with Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, and he referred to it in his talk on the subject of “The Development of Wall Panel Construction.”

Mr. Abramovitz illustrated his talk with both slides and a sound-color movie, and while the subject was treated mostly from the standpoint of aluminum facings, he emphasized that there were other interesting developments in the field of steel, porcelain, etc. His firm has been commissioned to make extensive studies for the Aluminum Company of America, in their office building in Davenport, Iowa, and in the new ALCOA Building in Pittsburgh. He stated that ALCOA was one of the few companies who have accepted the responsibility of developing their own product, and he added that this is causing others to do so.

The speaker brought out the importance of building up a team of architects, engineers and clients who are willing to do the research necessary to such a successful project.

Chapter President Amedeo Leone reported briefly on the Board meeting held that afternoon. One item was the C. Allen Horton $1,000 scholarship competition, which the Chapter is sponsoring.

Mr. Leone introduced two guests: Mr. George Mailhers of the Flour City Ornamental Iron Company of Minneapolis, Minn., and honorary associate of the Minneapolis Chapter, A.I.A., and Mr. Paul R. Marshall, of the Aluminum Company of America. The President also spoke of the Senate Bill No. 1130 now pending before the Michigan Legislature, which would limit architects’ fees to 3½ per cent. He stated that our interests are being well taken care of at the Capitol.

Ninety-three were at dinner and the auditorium was quite well filled for Mr. Abramovitz’s excellent address.

---

**PETERSON HORIZONAL SLIDING ALUMINUM WINDOWS**

*SET THE PACE... in the trend to better appearance, less maintenance, easier operation and weather-tightness in windows. Thousands of installations coast to coast are proof of customer satisfaction.*

**CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES**

- **ROLLS OPEN** Effortless horizontal operation on stainless steel rollers.
- **ARCHITECTURAL APPEAL** Streamlined beauty for all design motifs.
- **STURDY** Hollow-type aluminum extrusions.
- **MINIMUM MAINTENANCE** No painting, rusting, swelling, warping or sticking.
- **ADVANCED DESIGN** Eliminates putty, sash balances, cranks, projecting hinges.
- **EASILY CLEANED** Sliding sash removes into room for easy washing.
- **SAFE** Positive locking in closed, one, two and three inch open positions.
- **WEATHERPROOF** Hi-pile, mohair provides insulated, draft-free comfort.
- **FURNISHED COMPLETE** with double glazing panels and aluminum screens if desired.

**1953 “IDEAL HOME”**

- **by Builders Assn. of Metropolitan Detroit**, Henry F. Fett, Builder.
- **American Legion Building, Washington, D.C., Biltmore & Munger, Toledo, Ohio, Architects. Gieseke, Kuehn and Brooks, Austin, Texas, Associate Architects.**

**50 STANDARD SIZES**

All designs and sizes popularly specified for residential, commercial and monumental buildings supplied promptly. Special sizes can be obtained at slightly higher cost. Constructed of sturdy aluminum extrusions — 6063 T-5 Alloy, minimum thickness .062"—engineered for maximum strength.

Write for Literature and Name of Nearest Dealer

---

**DETROIT CHAPTER'S NEXT MEETING**

Morris Jackson, Chairman of the Detroit Chapter, A.I.A. Committee on Allied Arts, announces that the March 24 meeting of the Chapter will be devoted to a symposium on sculpture.

The Michigan Sculpture Society has been invited to show the work being done by its members, and also to introduce some of the leading sculptors in the Detroit area.

The sculptors will tell something of their background, and also give their views on sculpture with relations to architecture.

Slides will be used, and Mr. Franklin A. Page, Junior Curator of The Detroit Institute of Arts, will be moderator.

This is the first in a series in what it is hoped will become an annual event, that of meeting with representatives of the allied arts, such as painters, sculptors, muralists, landscape architects and others.

The program will be preceded by a dinner, attended by Chapter members and guests. Both the dinner and the program will be in the Junior Room of the Rackham Building.

Other members of Mr. Jackson’s Committee are Louis G. Redstone, Talmage C. Hughes, Lawrence G. Linnard and Ulrich Weil.

**BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA** celebrated with a big banquet at the Sheraton-Cadillac in Detroit on the evening of February 22—Washington’s birthday. Among those who had sponsored young men in vocational guidance were Carl B. Marr, Arthur K. Hyde and Leo M. Bauer, architects.

The sponsors had previously met with the young men, given interviews and shown them around their offices. Mr. Marr sponsored Eagle Scout Robert Frey of Redford High School; Mr. Hyde sponsored Richard S. Killan, of Detroit's Cerveny Elementary School; Mr. Bauer sponsored Clair L. Naar, Jr., of Redford High School.
There is nothing essentially new in Panel Construction in principle. It is a development of the curtain wall and the curtain wall is in the broad sense a non-bearing wall, whether it is applied to a wood frame or a steel frame.

Today with the intensive development of metals and plastics and the development of machinery to shape them, we architects are looking anew for a solution to our wall problems with these new materials. I have no fears, which occur to many, that it will impose any aesthetic limitations, in fact it should provide new opportunities for our imaginative efforts.

I would like to enumerate some of the factors which are desirable—

1. The dry wall—a proper substitute for the current wet wall would enable us to work in cold and wet weather and not limit our building months.

2. Light weight—light construction would permit ease of erection, less load to support and use less construction manpower.

3. Large units—fewer units mean fewer joints and also contribute to speed of erection.

4. Fewer joints—joints are the source of many of our difficulties. With the movement of building, uncontrolled joints provide the architect his greatest difficulties. The fewer the better.

5. Non corrosive and fire retardant materials—this type of material simplifies our building. Generally, materials with these inherent qualities, have been hard to tool. This has been largely overcome with today's advances in our metal age.

6. Prefabrication—prefabrication of parts permits construction under controlled conditions, assists in continuous production and better construction.

We are not the first to study this problem, since panel construction is not a new discovery. Veneers of stone and brick are forms of panel construction, wood cladding and shingles are too. The iron clad 19th century ships, the corrugated sheets in utilitarian buildings of the 1880s and 1890s, these more recent use of metal panels in shop fronts, the wood and metal panels in prefabricated houses from World War I to today, and the popular precast concrete panels are all in the same category. There are many examples of all of these in this country and in Europe.

Like all architects our office has worked with the idea in various forms—mostly related to prefabricated houses in wood and steel. We were asked to make a study of the potential of metal in buildings by the Aluminum Company of America. We undertook a serious study which reviewed the past uses in this country and in other countries, of metal in buildings, airplanes, ships and railroad cars. Our research was extensive. We visited fabricating plants, Bohn, Alcoa, Pullman, Budd, etc.

Our first excursion was an enlargement of the use of cast aluminum spandrel of a type used in Rockefeller Center and many other buildings. This developed into the cast aluminum wall used in Davenport, Iowa for a 5-story factory-office building which was treated as a "pilot" sky scraper using the exacting New York City code, which is more than that needed for a 5-story building in the plains of Iowa.

In that building we used 962 aluminum castings with strong vertical grooving, sufficiently stiff for a span of 4'-7"x6'-6" (30').

We cast into this metal facing flanges to make the necessary connections to the structural frame. The end result was a large panel two men could handle, with all connecting flanges cast thereon, which could be anchored to the wall from inside the building without any exterior scaffolding and needed only to be bolted in place. Top and side laps were developed to provide for displacement, but did not make a waterproof joint. We decided we would just build a facing with a watertight wall behind it. The back up wall was 4" of precast lightweight concrete, giving a total wall thickness of 9".

The solution was simple. It provided an excellent exterior wall and was non-corrosive. This type of casting provides limitsless possibilities for aesthetic treatment.

But this wall is not as yet an end in itself, for to it must be added insulation materials and fire protective surface to satisfy most building and fire codes. In this instance they were applied after the skin was in place and the building was enclosed.

But it accomplished some of our goals:

1. It was dry,
2. It was lightweight,
3. It was a large unit (4)
4. It contained fewer joints,
5. It was prefabricated,
6. It eliminated scaffolding. The building was successful and functions well.

Why did we not stop there? Well, for one reason, we had not solved a wall as yet in the tall building, and we had not yet devised an arrangement to include fire and insulation properties, and secondly from the Aluminum Company's point of view, they wanted us to do a compatible solution with less metal.

Our next excursion in panel construction appeared in the Secretariat of the United Nations. In the development of that building we finally settled on the glass and metal wall. Here we had to push the panel wall to a large size to fit from floor to floor to include the window. We used some of our previous knowledge:

1. We minimized scaffolding and worked from inside the building.
2. The steel frame pushed the size of the panel from that of an increased spandrel wall of 30 sq. ft, upon which the window rested, to one from floor to floor, i.e. 4'-12" x 4'-7", totaling 48 sq. ft. with the window frame included. These were fabricated in the shop, with the windows and spandrel glass ready to be inserted and delivered to the site and bolted into inserts in the frame of the building.

We achieved lightness in weight. Speed of erection was remarkable. We closed in the building 3 months ahead of schedule.

Now ALCOA came back to us, and satisfied with their first experiment in a low office building, asked us to push further in the panel construction field on a tall office building they were planning for their own use. Here in the early stages we again reviewed what we had learned and wondered what we could develop further. Their mission this time was to exploit aluminum in every sense (be it casting, sheet or extrusion), from wall to floor, to provide weather protection but we did electrical and plumbing systems. This time we settled on the thin sheet and the stamping idea. This naturally received the encouragement of ALCOA for it would certainly be a more economical use of the metal and this could lead to a more economical method of producing the final wall. We also decided to concentrate on making a watertight joint, but still to maintain a ventilated space to minimize condensation.

The ALCOA project developed into a mechanically stamped, 1/4" sheets of 6x12 or 72 sq. ft., with a cut out of 4'-2"x4'-7" for a window (which is a project within itself) and an insulated and fireproofed backing sprayed on at the site. We treated the aluminum for tone value, we shaped the stampings with an inverted pyramid pattern for strength and appearance, and developed a reversible window to overcome one of the long-standing criticisms of cleaning windows in tall buildings.

We went further; the ceiling is all of a perforated aluminum and functions as a radiating heat and cooling surface, as well as a framework for light fixtures, and the doors, bucks, wiring and many other elements are also of aluminum.

In detail, the aluminum facing was erected from the inside of the building. Panels were fastened by bolts to vertical steel angles which had been bolted to the spandrel beams. While being attached the panels were supported by a rope passed over a pulley supported 2 stories above. The flanges of the panel had a 4-way labyrinth which serve to decrease the pressure of wind and rain without vertical joints. Slotted holes in the supporting surface enabled workmen to bring the panels to a proper elevation. One and one-half inches behind the panels expanded aluminum lath was set up to receive the sprayed on perlite concrete back-up. The perlite had an average strength of 2,000 psi and the U factor was 0.16.

What is the next step? There are many buildings springing up over the country using the panel principle, some use more aluminum, some use steel, some use glass. There are many varieties. Perhaps these will lead to another kind of building in the years to come. Time will tell.
40th annual honor awards
program — western michigan chapter, a.i.a., 1954

PURPOSE:
To give professional and public recognition to meritorious architectural achievement in the Chapter area to the end that an appreciation of excellence in Architecture may be encouraged both within the profession and by the public at large.

The Awards Committee is now accepting entries for the Best Buildings of 1949-1953 Any building constructed and completed during these years is eligible provided:
1. It is located within the Chapter area or,
2. The Architect is a Chapter Member.

WHEN:
A display of the entries and a presentation of the awards will be a feature of the April 19th meeting in Grand Rapids. The distinguished Jury (to be announced) will be present at that dinner after judging the exhibits. Selected work of the exhibit will be published in the Monthly Bulletin of the Michigan Society of Architects for June, 1954.

Architects submitting entries which meet the requirements of the National AIA Honor Awards Program are assured that their material will be duly released for entry in that competition should they so elect.

WHAT:
The entries will be judged comparatively in the following general classifications:

- RESIDENTIAL (Single and multiple dwellings)
- COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL (Any building used for a profit enterprise)
- INSTITUTIONAL (Any building used for non-profit enterprise)

Any building regardless of size will be accepted. Remodelings and additions to existing buildings will also be accepted. There will be recognition in the various classifications with possible honorable mentions, depending upon the pleasure of the Jury.

HOW:
Entries submitted on any of the following size mounts will be accepted:
1. 30"x40" illustration board (preferred)
2. 40"x60" illustration board (acceptable)
3. As required by the 1954 National AIA Program (Details of 1954 Program not available at this writing but you will probably receive notice of same from National in ample time to prepare your entry)

Minimum requirements are (a) floor plans, (b) two exterior photographs of the building, and (c) a brief statement of the problem which should include some information about the site. Additional photographs of the exterior, details or interiors, perspective sketches or elevations are optional. Although it is usually one of the National Competition requirements, plans need not be drawn directly on the board for our exhibit but may be mounted on the board. The statement of the problem and the site information should be confined to a space not exceeding 8½"x11". The Architect's name shall appear on the back of the exhibit and not on the face, though, naturally, the authorship of some of the buildings may be known to the Jury.

NUMBER:
There is no limit for entries by one firm or individual, and if more than one sheet is needed for a single building, by all means use two or more.

CLOSING DATE:
April 15th is the deadline for mailing entries to:
WESTERN MICHIGAN CHAPTER, A.I.A.
1126 McKay Tower,
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan.

Personal delivery of entries may be made until noon April 17, 1954, to the above address or to:
511 Monroe St., Kalamazoo, Mich. or

The exhibits will be handled carefully and those that cannot be picked up by the owners will be returned post-paid by the Chapter. The committee reserves the right to retain some of the exhibits for display, etc., by agreement with the owner.

Walter S. Hanson, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Elmer Blank, Lansing, Michigan.
F. Gordon Cornwell, Traverse City, Mich.
P. Flanagan, Chairman, Grand Rapids.
Producers’ Council, Inc., national organization of building materials and equipment manufacturers, will sponsor a nationwide tour of a $100,000 traveling exhibit of building products. It is announced by Elliott C. Spratt, president of the Council.

G. Frederick Muller, of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, president of the Producers’ Michigan Chapter, states that Detroit will be included among 33 cities on the exhibit’s itinerary, and he added:

"Forty-five exhibit units, each especially designed for these showings, will bring the latest developments in the field of construction materials to the doorstep of the nation’s architects, builders and contractors."

Producers Council is affiliated with The American Institute of Architects.

METROPOLITAN ART ASSOCIATION, of Detroit, announces a lecture by Alexander Dorner, on the subject of “Why Integrate the Arts?”, in the auditorium of The Detroit Institute of Arts on Wednesday evening, March 10, 1954, at 8:00 o’clock.

Educated at the University of Koenigsburg and Berlin University in his native Germany, Mr. Dorner has written numerous books on German art. Perhaps his best known book is his most recent one, “The Way Beyond Art.” Frequently he has contributed articles to periodicals on art history, aesthetics, education and museum philosophy. From 1938 to 1941 he was a director of the Museum of Art of the Rhode Island School of Design. From 1942 to 1948 he lectured at Brown University and since then he has been professor of the history of art and aesthetics at Benjamin College.

Admission to the lecture will be by season tickets, or single admissions may be purchased at the box office at one dollar.

**NOW! Two Sash Widths in Andersen Casements**

Sash of the new wide Andersen Casements are 1" 10½" wide. The addition of 4½" to the sash opening achieves the pleasing window proportions that home owners desire.

ANDERSEN WINDOWWALL OF CASEMENT UNITS

Available from KIMBALL and RUSSELL’S large, complete stocks are both the new wide 1" 10½" sash and the standard 1" 6" sash in single and horizontal light glazing, and in combinations with picture windows.

These, and other Andersen wood window units will be on display by KIMBALL and RUSSELL in the MICHIGAN ROOM, Hotel Statler, during the convention, March 10-11-12.

SOLD ONLY THROUGH RETAIL LUMBER DEALERS
HERE is the most valuable time-saver ever published for the architectural specifying team! In a simplified and streamlined manner, all the specifications necessary for the contract, site work, carpentry and other structural work, masonry, weather protection, metal work and finishing of a building are included in three handy pads.

For working and filing convenience, all specifications are grouped into 63 alphabetically arranged sections which are specially numbered for ease of reference by individual sections or entire categories.

With the text reproduced in double spaced elite typewriter type and printed on one side only of a 8½"x11" page, editing to meet project requirements is facilitated by writing directly upon the page in the space provided. To achieve still greater flexibility, pages may easily be removed from the pad for insertion of typewritten corrections. Or, pages may be removed by individual sections if desired to facilitate sequential rearrangement or filing in folders. Nowhere else will you find these amazing time-saving streamlined specifications in such easy-to-use form.

1952 — Approx. 1000 pages, 3 convenient pads, boxed — $20.00

MONTHLY BULLETIN
120 Madison Ave., Detroit 26, Mich.
news

The Michigan Chapter of the Producers Council, Inc. is holding a "Caravan of Building Products" in the ball room of the Veterans Memorial Building, Detroit, on Tuesday, March 30 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., which is free and open to the public. The evening, architects will be invited for dinner, and to view the exhibits from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

W. B. Commons of H. H. Robertson Co. is chairman of the event, and urges everyone to see it.

On February 8 the Council held its "Mechanical Trades Night" at the Fort Shelby Hotel, Detroit. Clair W. Ditthy, president of the American Institute of Architects, wearing the bow tie of the evening, was moderator in the panel discussion. Those who took part in the panel were: Clifford Lorne, John Molloy and T. H. Mahley for the contractors and George Giguerre, C. C. Bowbeer and William Harju for the engineers.

Among those attending the dinner were James Morison, Sam Burtman, who's celebrating his 20th anniversary in the brick business; Bill Commons, Ted Morse, Leo Bauer, John Finn, Joe Spitale, Emil Jehle, Fred Muller, Bill Snure, Jack Armstrong, Ralph MacMullan and Ray Deppmann.

A. S. James of O. W. Burke Co. and now president of A.G.C. was introduced. James wore the tie of the evening—a handsome red and grey number.

 Others at the meeting were Bill Mulcahy, Al Schroeger, D. J. Zabner, Charles Hanman, John Davis, David Oeming, Ernie Baker, Dave Kingman, Charles Kleinbrook.

LOWELL M. PRICE

Lowell M. Price, A.I.A., died in University Hospital, Ann Arbor, on February 11, at the age of 55.

Born in Logan, Ohio, Mr. Price was educated at Ohio State University and at the University of Michigan. Mr. Price designed the new Royal Oak City Hall, the Oakland County Service Building, three Royal Oak fire stations, Royal Oak schools and other public buildings.

Survivors include his wife, Adelaide, of 2214 Ferncliff, Royal Oak; two daughters, Mrs. Louis M. Pacioni, of Detroit, and Mary Ann; a son, James and one grandchild.

GEORGE J. DAVERMAN

George J. Daverman, of the Grand Rapids architectural firm of J. & G. Daverman, died in Grand Rapids on February 6. He was 58 years of age.

With his father, the late Johannes Daverman, he founded his firm in 1931. His two sons, Joseph T. and Herbert G., joined in the partnership in 1938.

Surviving are his wife, Josie, two sons and six grandchildren, all of Grand Rapids.


Bill Ogden brought his wife, "Glamorous Clara," to the dinner. Bill was sporting a birthday present from the Mrs.—a superb green tie.

Bob Richardson, Jr. ably pinch hit for his father, who was unable to be there, as chairman of the meeting.

EERO SAARINEN, F.A.I.A., of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., was married on February 1 to Mrs. Aline B. Loucheim, associate art critic on the New York Times. The wedding, which took place in New York City, was the second for both.

Mr. Saarinen and the former Lily Swan were divorced last year. She is a sculptor and great granddaughter of Lucius Tuckerman, a founder of New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art. They have two children, Eric and Susan.

It is announced that the Saarinens will live in Bloomfield Hills, but she will continue working for the New York newspaper. Mr. Saarinen was just recently elected to a lifetime membership in the National Institute of Arts and Letters.

The Ecclesiastical Arts Guild of Detroit will open its 4th annual exhibit of contemporary religious art at the J. L. Hudson Company's Fine Art Galleries, Monday, April 12th for two weeks.

The entries will be judged at the Detroit Institute of Arts by a jury composed of Robert H. Tannahill, Detroit Institute of Arts; Sam Cashwan, Sculptor and Zoltan Sepeshy, Cranbrook Academy of Arts.

All entries, Gerald G. Diehl, President of the Guild, stated, are due by March 26th at the Detroit Art Institute.

Architects Leinweber, Yamasaki & Hellmuth won a top award in a nationwide competition at the recent annual convention of the American Association of School Administrators, at Atlantic City.

The citation and bronze plaque, were received by Minoru Yamasaki from the magazine "The School Executive," for the firm's Detroit University School and Grosse Pointe Country Day School, now under construction in Grosse Pointe Woods.

The architectural firm, which has a staff of 32 people, was established in 1919. The firm also maintains offices in St. Louis, Mo.

JOHN H. V. EVANS, A.I.A., a former member of the Detroit Chapter, American Institute of Architects, who practiced in Jackson, Mich., announces his joining with Charles L. Barber, A.I.A. in the formation of the firm of Barber, Evans & Associates, Architects and Engineers, with offices at 222½ Huron Street, Toledo, Ohio.

Evans is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, and he holds a master's degree in architecture from Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He had been on the staff of architects in Toledo, Jackson and Yakima, Washington.

Six architectural draftsmen have been elected to associate membership in the Detroit Chapter, American Institute of Architects. It is announced by Louis Rossetti, Chapter director.

Those elected are:

Frank Gerald Craig, 19601 Hanna, Melvindale, Mich.; Marvin Alan Epstein, 22120 Church Road, Oak Park; Tom V. Zoeders, 7512 Dodge Ave., Van Dyke, Mich.; Alan William Mather, 1935 Glastonbury Road, and Wah Yee, 18177 Tuller, both in Detroit.

Architect Frank Bruce, A.I.A., has received high praise in the press for his Gaylord (Mich.) Hospital, as being one of the best in the State, and for being built at a low cost.


Blue Print Tie, subscription to A I A
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The tie, illustrated here, is genuinely handmade 100% wool, interlined, and generously long for Windsor knotting.
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Address

☐ Tie only $3.
Mr. Talmage C. Hughes
Michigan Society of Architects
120 Madison Avenue
Detroit 26, Michigan

Dear Mr. Hughes:

Enclosed herewith is a copy of a letter from a company that I have never done business with, and a gentleman whom I do not know - so, I believe that the sentiments contained in his letter may be taken at face-value.

I thought that you would be interested in knowing how much interest is being shown in the advertising impact of your magazine. You have given me the best place in the magazine, and I, in turn, have tried to make our advertising materials interesting, apparently, not without some success.

Sincerely,

C. Allen Harlan

January 29, 1954

Mr. C. Allen Harlan,
c/o Harlan Electric Company,
901 W. Milwaukee Avenue,
Detroit 2, Michigan.

Dear Mr. Harlan:

It has been almost a year since I have been reading the A.I.A. Monthly Bulletin of the Michigan Society of Architects. During that time I have followed your advertisements with no small amount of interest.

If I seem bold in writing to you it is only because I wish to convey to you expressions of congratulations for your high type of advertising and for your singular contributions to the high standards of excellence most advertising men want to establish.

All of this coupled with your generous contributions of money and your time to the community, it seems to me that C. Allen Harlan is more than Detroit's National Electrical Contractor.

I remain -

Yours very truly,

C. Allen Harlan

January 27, 1954

HURON PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
13TH FLOOR - FORD BUILDING
601 GRISWOLD STREET
DETOIT 26, MICHIGAN

A. F. Carone
Advertising Manager
NORTHLAND
A REGIONAL SHOPPING CENTER FOR DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Project Architects:

VICTOR GRUEN ASSOCIATES, INC.
Associate in charge: Karl O. Van Leuven, Jr., A.I.A.
Associated Engineers: H. E. Beyster & Associates, Inc.
Economic Consultant: Larry P. Smith & Company
Traffic Consultant: Lloyd B. Reid
Landscape Architect: Edward A. Eichstedt
Associated for Store Interiors: Fred Wilkins
Northland will be opened formally this month.

Designed as a cluster of one-story buildings containing 70 separate retail stores grouped around the three-story J. L. Hudson Company department store, the center provides a total of 1,050,000 square feet of rentable area on a site of 159 acres. Parking facilities are provided for 7500 cars with separation of service and shopping traffic achieved by an underground truck route and loading docks serving each store.

In its basic concept, Northland emphasizes the importance of the long-range development of the community. Every means has been taken to insure the healthy growth of the surrounding areas, to protect related traffic facilities and to control the character of the expansion of the center itself. The entire development is surrounded by green belts separating the center from nearby residential areas, and these protect, in fact enhance, existing land values. The master plan of the Northland area, a tract of 409 acres, anticipates residential development to the north of the center proper and further controlled commercial uses to the south. The center has been planned for the future addition of 500,000 square feet of store area and all facilities have been designed to accommodate this growth. The utility buildings and distribution system have been sized for additional load and within the present road system parking facilities can be expanded to provide for 11,000 cars.

All buildings are surrounded and inter-connected by colonnaded walks to provide continuous all-weather protection for shoppers. The Center is designed as an architectural entity, but still allows for complete individuality in the treatment of shop fronts and signs within the colonnades.

A community center has been included with an auditorium and meeting rooms to help fill the need for social, cultural and civic crystallization points in our sprawling suburban areas.

All stores will be completely air conditioned by chilled water from two 1800 ton centrifugal compressors located in a central plant which also houses three 3300 H. P. oil fired boilers providing steam for the entire center.

Besides being a new experience in suburban retailing, Northland Center means something else of importance to Detroit. It should be stressed that it has been conceived according to a basic tenet of City Planning: the organization of separate architectural elements into one integrated whole, co-ordinated with the surrounding physical, economic, and sociological factors. This planning principle has long been the tool of the architect in working with large scale institutional projects, college campuses, and civic centers. At Northland it has been applied to a purely commercial enterprise.

With this approach, Northland may become a yardstick for future commercial development.
AERIAL VIEW OF MODEL

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

BASEMENT PLAN

GROUND FLOOR PLAN SHOWING FUTURE EXPANSION
Work in progress

Work at 6 months

Nearing completion

Aerial view of Northland as it will look on opening day.
Original sketch of Hudson's Store from Tenant Arcade

Work at 6 months

Nearing completion
View of Hudson's store from lower parking level. Note arcade leading to store, and truck tunnel exit.

Same arcade from upper level. This is also bus stop at Center.
Hudson Auditorium Entrance and Stair to upper level, from lower parking lot. Work at 6 months.

Original perspective sketch of above detail.
Views under arcade of Hudson's Store.
Package Pick-up-station for Kroger customers.

Sculpture mock-up to test scale.
associated stores and interiors

Perspective sketch of Van Horn's men's apparel shop.

Typical tenant store during construction.

Sketch of Northland Photographic Studio.
Perspective of Maskell Florist Shop.

Skylight detail, Hudson's Restaurant.

Interior view, Hudson's Store

Interior sketch, Englanders Furniture Store
sculpture program

Marshall Fredericks
Richard Hall Jennings
Arthur Kraft
Gwen Lux
Malcolm Moran
Lily Saarinen

1. Noah by Lily Saarinen
2. Fish by Malcolm Moran
3. Fish Pool by Richard Hall Jennings
4. Cat by Arthur Kraft
5. Giraffes by Malcolm Moran

1. Noah by Lily Saarinen
2. Fish by Malcolm Moran
3. Fish Pool by Richard Hall Jennings
4. Giraffes by Malcolm Moran
5. Bear and Boy by Marshall Fredericks
utilities service group
other work by
VICTOR GRUEN ASSOCIATES, INC.

BARTONS BONBONIERE
New York City

Residence of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rubin
Los Angeles, Calif.
general view - one bedroom units

PACOIMA HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
Pacoima, Calif.

site plan

MID-WILSHIRE MEDICAL BUILDING
Los Angeles, Calif.
Gold Medal Award Calif. Chapter, A.I.A.

VICTOR GRUEN, A.I.
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS
OF AMERICA, DETROIT CHAPTER, INC.,
has re-elected A. S. James president. Other
officers elected are John W. Armstrong,
1st vice-president; Alfred A. Smith, 2nd
vice-president; G. K. Chapman, treasurer.
Directors are John Colley, Fred Auch, C.
Russell Blumen. Past president Charles
H. Richert remains as honorary director.
Ralph A. MacMullan, secretary, manager
for 31 years, was reappointed, as were
John E. Kresse, assistant secretary, and
Robert J. Pear, assistant to the secretary.

LARRY A. HUME has been elected presi
dent of the Builders and Traders Exchange
of Detroit; Fred P. Hirtzel and Edward J.
Green, vice-presidents. William J. Good
son was re-elected treasurer. Directors in
clude Joseph E. Bauer, Ralph E. Dailey,
Walter W. Horn, Richard H. McManus and
Ben T. Young. Edwin J. Brunner continues
as secretary-manager.

The Winco Ventilator Company of St.
Louis, Missouri, manufacturers of Alumi
num Windows such as Custom Projected,
Ribbon Windows for use with glass blocks,
Window Walls, Curtain Walls, and Custom
Windows, have recently appointed the
Century Brick Company of Detroit as their
representative for the Detroit area. They
are representatives for the engineered
jobs. The Century Brick Company will
have a department set up for the purpose
of submitting information to the architect
on all window products manufactured by
Winco, and the use of glass blocks with
their Custom Ribbon Windows. In addition,
they will be able to service the job and
work closely with the contractor.

Amedeo Leone, president of the Detroit
Chapter, American Institute of Architects;
Peter Vander Laan, president of the Wes
tern Michigan Chapter, A.I.A., and Fred
rick E. Wigen, president of the Saginaw
Valley Chapter, have been named as
a Michigan Society of Architects commit
tee to study chapter boundaries. Talmage
C. Hughes, of Detroit will also serve on
the committee.

Purpose of the committee is to review the
areas of the State currently allocated to
each chapter, with the view of recom
mending a more equitable distribution,
to eliminate the inconsistencies that exist
with regard to the areas of the Detroit
and Western Michigan chapters, and to
calculate the difficulties of the Saginaw
Valley Chapter because of its small area.
Tentatively, the Committee has recom
mended that the Saginaw Valley Chapter
be given about one-half of the Lower
Peninsula and all of the Upper Peninsula,
and that the counties of Ingham and
Jackson be transferred from the Detroit
Chapter to the Western Michigan Chapter.

Michigan Architects
Get Better Bids Through
DODGE PLAN ROOMS

A set of your plans and specifications in the
Detroit and Flint Dodge Plan Rooms
... helps you obtain a greater range of
bids from a wider group of subcontrac
tors and material men.
... simplifies your taking bids on jobs and
reduces direct requests to a minimum.
Representatives of active firms use this Plan
Room whenever plans on file are announced
in their DODGE REPORTS service.

Remember to send plans on your next job to the Dodge
Plan Rooms in Detroit, Flint, where a courteous attendant
is on duty and a set of Sweet’s Catalog Files is available for
ready reference.

We wish to express our sincere thanks to all Michigan archi
vects for filing their plans with us and invite them to con
inue to use the facilities of our Plan Rooms . . . enabling
us to be of maximum service to all those concerned in new
construction in the Michigan area.

DODGE REPORTS
Construction News Division
F. W. DODGE CORPORATION
222 CAPITAL THEATRE BLDG.
FLINT 2, MICHIGAN
321 W. Lafayette Ave.
DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN
J. A. Utley Co.
General Contracting

723 East Ten Mile Road
Royal Oak, Michigan
Jordan 4-6960
Lincoln 1-3280

Flint Branch Office
3821 Lapeer Road
Flint, Michigan
Flint 3-8247

JEROME A. UTLEY, President
CHARLES H. RICHERT, Vice-Pres.
ARTHUR L. ENDRESS, Vice-Pres.
WALTER F. DREYER, Vice-Pres.

W&K STEEL
STRUCTURAL FABRICATED WAREHOUSE

Whitehead & Kales
58 Haltiner, Detroit 18, Mich., Vineyard 3-1100
a sliding glass living-room wall to open on terrace or patio

Panaview sliding glass panels — built by the makers of Glide — are framed in highest quality heavy gauge extruded aluminum. All sash slide, all hardware is flush, sill track is flush with floor. Glazed with %" plate glass or Thermopane. Available in a complete range of standard sizes.

Write or phone us for complete information

Standard Building Products
14200 Cloverdale
Detroit 38, Mich.

Excessive temperature and pressure in hot water heaters can mean trouble, and real danger! Here's the best answer to these twin hazards yet developed. The McDonnell 202 Series combines, for the first time, (1) a time-tested pressure relief valve Btu.-rated in steam capacity, and (2) a time-tested temperature relief valve Btu.-rated and listed by the American Gas Association. Vernatherm element assures accurate, positive operation and drip-tight reseating. New fixture connection for service water (low simplifies installation and eliminates air accumulation in valve. Available with opening pressure settings of 75, 100 or 125 lbs.

Write for complete engineering facts

McDONNELL & MILLER, INC.
3500 N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.

SUPERIOR

MATERIALS
WORKMANSHIP
SERVICE

westover-kamm company

ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK
MOVABLE OFFICE PARTITIONS

general office & factory, bay city, mich.
telephone bay city 3-6558
detroit office: 403 donovan building
telephone woodward 2-1001

DON'T TAKE CHANCES HERE!

G. FORTE COMPANY

General Mason Contractor
SPECIALIZING IN GLASS BLOCK INSTALLATION

3692 WAYBURN
DETROIT, MICH.
TUXEDO 2-2197

Michigan Representative:
WM. Q. BOALES & ASSOC., INC.
1150 W. Bollingros Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Trinity 2-4242

March '54 monthly bulletin
McDonnell Brothers, Inc.

Representing KERRIGAN IRON WORKS, INC.

STEEL GRATINGS
STAIR TREADS

3930 Lonyo Road
Detroit 10, Michigan
LUzon 1-4550

Specialists in "GUNITE" Construction for Past 32 Years

WE ARE ALSO APPLICATORS OF SPRAYED-ON ASBESTOS FOR FIREPROOFING, INSULATION AND ACOUSTICAL TREATMENT

Planting Boxes at Northland Center Project Are Lined With "Gunite" by HANNA, ZABRISKIE & DARON
6425 Tireman Ave., Detroit 4, Mich.
TExas 4-0070

Glass Block Installation

WILLIAM BORTOLOTTI & SONS

21070 Coolidge Highway
Oak Park 37, Michigan
JOrdan 4-5913
Many of the Lighting Fixtures for the "Northland" J. L. Hudson Shopping Center were selected from our catalog.
BE SAFE
BE COVERED
In Quality and Price
By Specifying

Hillyard's Floor Treatment
For
- GYM FLOORS
  STAR GYM FINISH
- CONCRETE FLOORS
  HIL-TEX
- TERRAZZO FLOORS
  ONEX-SEAL
- ASPHALT & COMPOSITION FLS.
  HIL-BRITE WAX
- VINYL, PLASTIC & RUBBER FLS.
  HIL-BRITE WAX

HILLYARD CHEMICAL SALES
A. G. HANN, DISTRICT MANAGER
15875 James Couzens Hwy., Detroit 21
UNiversity 4-0823 • UNiversity 2-3505

Protect against
FIRE - WEATHER - WEAR
with Johns-Manville Building Materials

- Asbestos Roofing Shingles
- Asbestos Siding Shingles
- Asphalt Shingles
- Rock Wool Home Insulation
- Insulating Boards
- Asbestos Flexboard
- Built-Up Roofing
- Asbestos Corrugated Transite
- Asphalt Tile Flooring
- Terraflex Asbestos Tile
- Acoustical Materials
- Transite Movable Walls

“Standard of Quality for 95 Years”

JOHNS-MANVILLE
832 FISHER BUILDING
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN
314 BUILDING & LOAN BUILDING
GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICHIGAN
70 ACRES OF ASPHALTIC CONCRETE PAVEMENT AT NORTHLAND CENTER DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED BY Cadillac Asphalt Paving Co. "50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE PAVING INDUSTRY"

12490 Evergreen Road Detroit 28, MICHIGAN Vermont 5-0600

SPECIFICATIONS SUBMITTED BY CADILLAC ASPHALT ENGINEERS ACCEPTED AND USED FOR ALL PARKING AREAS AT THE NORTHLAND PROJECT

CALL US FOR SPECIFICATIONS OR ESTIMATES—NO OBLIGATION

SPEClFIY

Carrier

"First Name in Air Conditioning"

The skill and experience in Air Conditioning which for over 50 years has made CARRIER the standard of the industry is at your command.

We would welcome the opportunity to consult with you on any of your specific projects.

JAMES AND ROACH, INC.
AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, VENTILATING & PLUMBING CONTRACTORS
TRinity 3-5500
282 E. Milwaukee, Detroit 2

E. J. Anderson Co.
Representing
SLOAN VALVE CO.
Flush Valves
CHICAGO PUMP CO.
Centrifugal Pumps and Sewage Treatment Equipment
ELKHART BRASS MFG. CO.
Fire Protection Equipment

In the past 30 years, how many times have you said this to a HARTY representative when he told you the HARTY way of doing it?

When you want to know the latest and best way of doing a door job, call TOwnsend 8-6990, and we will get a man out to show you the HARTY way.

WHERE DEPENDABILITY IS PARAMOUNT, SPECIFY HARTY DOORS

R. V. HARTY COMPANY INCORPORATED
1433 Sloman Avenue, Detroit II, Michigan TOwnsend 8-6990
CARRIER CORPORATION
Manufacturers and Installers
of Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Equipment

COMPLETE AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION
IN THE J. L. HUDSON NORTHLAND
SHOPPING CENTER PROJECT
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

HOME OFFICE: 300 South Geddes Street, Syracuse, 1, New York
DETROIT OFFICE: 404 Standard Savings Building, Detroit 26, Michigan

Do You Know About
All of These
NATCO CLAY PRODUCTS?

NATCO CERAMIC GLAZE VITRITILE
IS BEING USED ON NORTHLAND SHOPPING
CENTER OF THE J. L. HUDSON COMPANY

For Full and Complete Information
Call TRinity 3-0310
or Write to us at
NATCO CORPORATION
Formerly NATIONAL FIREPROOFING CORP.
2842 W. GRAND BLVD., DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

FOR INTERIOR WALLS
NATCO CERAMIC GLAZE VITRITILE
Decorative, 20 different colors
NATCO DRI-SPEEDWALL TILE
Buff, Manganese, Shale, Salt Glazed
NATCO NON-LOADBEARING TILE
Scored and un-scored

FOR EXTERIOR WALLS
NATCO SCR BRICK
Red and Buff ranges
NATCO NORMAN FACE BRICK
Red and Buff ranges
NATCO DRI-SPEEDWALL TILE
Buff, Manganese, Shale, Salt Glazed
NATCO TEX DRI-WALL TILE
Red or buff textures—for homes
NATCO SPLIT-TEX ROMAN FACE BRICK
Red or buff textures—for ranch type homes
NATCO COMMON AND FACE BRICK
For all types of buildings
NATCO SPEED-A-BACKER TILE
For backing brick walls
NATCO SEGMENTILE AND SILO TILE
For storing grain, coal, sand, silage
NATCO LOADBEARING TILE
Scored for plaster or stucco
NATCO RAGGLE BLOCK OR FLASHING TILE
Seals roofs with parapet wall
NATCO SPEEDTILE
For loadbearing walls
NATCO BACKUP TILE
For backing brick walls

FOR FLOORS
NATCO RADIANTILE
For radiant heating
NATCOFLOR
For wide span floors
NATCO FLAT ARCH FLOOR TILE
For monumental type buildings
NATCO COMBINATION FLOOR TILE
For tile and concrete floors

FOR FIREPROOFING
NATCO GIRDER AND COLUMN COVERING

OTHER NATCO CLAY PRODUCTS
NATCO CLAY SEWER PIPE
NATCO CLAY FLEX LINING
NATCO CLAY DRAIN TILE
Thomas Brick & Tile Co.
14360 Livernois Ave.
Detroit 4, Michigan

FACE BRICK — GLAZED
BRICK — PAVING
BRICK — ACID BRICK
— REFRACTORY BRICK
AND CEMENTS — CUP-
PLES ALUMINUM WIN-
DOWS — WARE ALUM-
INUM WINDOWS

Est. 1896

Telephone
Townsend 8-1354

For over half a century Detroit's quality roofer

Robert Hatton & Co. Inc.
ROOFING AND SHEET METAL CONTRACTORS
622 FORT ST. E. • DETROIT 26 • WOODWARD 2-1073
Johns-Manville products

WILSON BROS.
(Wm. M. Wilson, owner)
EST. 1921

Part of
Lathing & Plastering
Work for J. L. Hudson’s
Northland Shopping Center

19162 KENTUCKY AVENUE
DETROIT 21, MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY 2-9168

THE JOHN H. BUSBY COMPANY
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
826 Cherry Street
Detroit 1, Mich.
WOODWARD 1-1681

Chas. J. Rogers, Inc.
14836 GRAND RIVER AVE.
DETROIT 27, MICHIGAN

Demolition, Excavating, Backfilling and
Grading Contractors on J. L. Hudson Northland
Shopping Center, Detroit, Michigan

VERMONT 6-2160

Roofing and Sheet Metal Work
Industrial and Residential
New Roofs — Asphalt Shingles
Complete Roofing and Sheet Metal Repairs for
Over 72 Years

Call WOODWARD 2-0512
Manufactured & Distributed By
ROYAL OAK WHOLESALE CO.
216 East Harrison St., Royal Oak, Mich.
JOrdan 4-6593 — Lincoln 1-4400

“SIMPLICITY ITSELF” The Mechanism of the New
R. O. W. Wood Window Unit
Guarantees PERFECT PERFORMANCE

Removable for better Ventilation.
Completely weather-stripped . . . Cosy.
Narrow mullions . . . More Daylight
Wood against metal . . . Free Acting.

ROBANY
TILE
GLAZED WALL TILE
GLAZED FLOOR TILE
ACCESSORIES
FROST-PROOF TILE

R. C. FAULWETTER
R. O. W. Wood Window Unit

SPARTA
CERAMICS
UNGLAZED MOSAICS
GLAZED FAIENCETTES
PATTERNS - QUARRIES
FROST-PROOF MOSAICS

936 Book Building

SANDUSKY, OHIO.

HOWE-MARTZ GLASS CO.
MANY STORE FRONTS, METAL AND GLASS, SUPPLIED BY US IN
J. L. HUDSON NORTHLAND SHOPPING CENTER
14291 MEYERS ROAD
DETROIT 27, MICHIGAN
TEXAS 4-8500

Plastoid
WOOD & METAL SASH PUTTIES AND CAULKING COMPOUNDS

PLASTIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
Factories: Jersey City
Detroit • New Orleans
Chicago • Oakland, Calif.

PLASTIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
General Offices and Laboratories
6457 GEORGIA AVENUE • DETROIT 11, MICHIGAN
HANLEY COMPANY
Established 1893

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF GLAZED AND FACE BRICK
IN THE EAST
(Capacity 7,000,000 Units Per Mo.)

FACE BRICK
GLAZED BRICK
ACID BRICK
UNGLAZED FACING TILE
GLAZED FACING TILE
QUARRY TILE
FLOOR BRICK

E. F. Zarga, Mgr.
14523 Schaefer Hwy., Detroit 27
Vermont 7-3200

complete soil test
borings
for the
J. L. HUDSON
NORTHLAND
SHOPPING CENTER
PROJECT
by
Michigan
Drilling Co.
13911 Prairie Ave.
Detroit 4, Michigan
Webster 3-8717

wallace candler, inc.

commercial
and industrial
roofing &
sheet metal
service

9000 Roselawn
Webster 3-7544
Detroit 4

Heineman & Lovett Co.
WATERPROOFING
ENGINEERS AND
CONTRACTORS

GENUINE
IRON BOND
SYSTEMS
For Basements, Pools, Tanks
And Other Sub Structures

HI-TEX
CEMENT COATINGS
Restoring Concrete & Masonry
Super Structures, Cement Coating
For Waterproofing & Decoration

5327 Tireman Ave.
Detroit 4, Michigan
Tyler 6-1226

Winkworth Fuel & Supply
Company

SAND
Gravel
Cement
Plastering Materials
and
Transit Mixed Concrete

8829 West Jefferson Ave.
Detroit 17, Michigan

John H.
Freeman Company

Distributors
BUILDERS’ HARDWARE
CONTRACTORS’ SUPPLIES

3627 Cass at Brainard
Detroit 1, Michigan
TEmple 1-6760
Our 25th Year!
AGENTS FOR

Wasco
Skydomes and Flashings

Miami-Carey
Bathroom Cabinets
Mirrors and Accessories

Crab Orchard
Stone

Vermont
Structural Colored Slate

Lannon
Wisconsin Stone

Ludman Auto-Lok
Awning Windows and Jalousies

Ray T. Lyons Co.
2457 WOODWARD, DETROIT 1
TELEPHONES: WO. 3-7418-9

"depend on a dependable name"

JOHN A. MERCIER
BRICK COMPANY
3895 Roulo Ave., Dearborn
VI. 1-0761
Manufacturer and Distributor
Mercrete
SLAG BLOCK
Lighter in Weight
SLAG BRICK
Lighter in Color
QUALITY FACE BRICK
"specify the best"

Nelson Company
PLUMBING
HEATING &
AIR CONDITIONING
SUPPLIES

WHOLESALE

MAIN OFFICE
and
DISPLAY ROOM

2604 Fourth Ave., Detroit 1
WOodward 2-4160

ROYAL OAK
GROSSE POINTE
ANN ARBOR

WALTER L. COUSE & CO.
Engineers & Contractors

12740 LYNDON AVENUE
DETROIT 27, MICHIGAN

H. H. Dickinson Company
COMPLETE BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

OFFICE
AND
WAREHOUSE:

UNiversity 3-3171
15849 WYOMING AVE.
DETROIT 21, MICHIGAN
Moynahan Bronze Co., Inc.
Flat Rock, Mich., Du. 2-3234 • Detroit Office, 9545 Grand River, Te. 4-2198

Darin & Armstrong, Inc.
General Contractors
Detroit 3, Michigan

M. Den Braven Co. established 1912
Sheet Metal Ventilating Air Conditioning
9080 Alpine Avenue
Detroit 4, Michigan
We. 3-7494-5-6

Aluminum and Architectural Metals Co.
Miscellaneous Iron and Ornamental Metal Work
Aluminum, Bronze, and Stainless Steel
Steel Stairs
1974 Franklin Street, Detroit 7, Michigan • Lorain 7-6880

F. H. Martin Construction Co.
955 E. Jefferson Ave. Detroit 7, Michigan
Woodward 1-4890

Since 1884

Restrick Lumber Company
14400 Wyoming We. 3-4830
Detroit 21, Michigan

F. M. Sibley Lumber Co.
Lo. 7-5100
6460 Kercheval Avenue
Detroit 14, Mich.

Wm. F. Bock Lumber Co.
5172 St. Jean Avenue
Detroit 13, Michigan • WA 1-9460

Grace Harbor Lumber Co.
13833 West Chicago Detroit 28, Mich. Estabished 1889
William Beyster, Inc.

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC LUMBER
CUSTOM MILLWORK

2905 BEAUFORT AVENUE
DEtroIT 7, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Genuine California Redwood

COMPLETE INVENTORY IN STOCK
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

4/4, 5/4, 6/4 & 8/4 thick — 4" to 24" wide — Kiln Dried
12/4 & 16/4 thick Tank Grade — Air Dried

NEON and METAL LETTERS

Lonaq SIGN CO.
6209 HAMILTON AVE.
DEtroIT 2, MICH.

PORCELAIN • STAINLESS • ALUMINUM

MIDWEST architectural METALS CO.

Fabricators of Custom Metal Work
ALUMINUM, BRONZE, STAINLESS STEEL

11661 Woodbine Ave.
DETROIT 28, MICHIGAN

THE DUNN - RAINEY COMPANY

Manufacturers
"DURA-GLAZE" ELASTIC GLAZING COMPOUNDS
"DURA-SEAL" ELASTIC CAULKING COMPOUNDS
METAL AND WOOD SASH PUTTY

4461 W. JEFFERSON AVE.
DEtroIT 9, MICHIGAN

CEMENT ENAMEL

ALL CONCRETE COLUMNS SUPPORTING
THE ONE MILE OF CANOPIES OF NORTHLAND
CENTER, DETROIT, FINISHED WITH CEMENT ENAMEL

CEMENT ENAMEL OF MICHIGAN, INC.

18636 FITZPATRICK STREET
VERMONT 5-9205
DEtroIT 28, MICHIGAN

THE DETROIT MARBLE CO.

MARBLE CONTRACTORS
Domestic & Foreign

9128 Woodward Avenue, Detroit 2
TRinity 3-9553

MEMBER MARBLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC.
We Are Proud to Have Furnished And Installed Seaporcel Porcelain Enameled Architectural Units, Both Insulated and Uninsulated Panels For Facings and Curtain Wall Construction etc. at Northland

N. W. Hamill Co.
Representatives of SEAPORCEL METALS, INC.
407 East Fort St., Detroit 26 • WO. 1-0110

Acorn Iron Works INCORPORATED
FABRICATORS & ERECTORS OF STRUCTURAL STEEL AND MISCELLANEOUS IRON
9260 Freeland Avenue, Detroit 28 • TExas 4-9090

R. E. LEGGETTE CO.
Established 1932
Acoustical & Building Specialty Contractors
CELOTEX Acoustical Products
SANYMETAL Toilet Partitions
INSULROCK Structural Insulating Acoustical Roof Deck
9335 St. Stephens Ave., Dearborn, Mich., LUzon 4-2000

Detroit Acoustical Contracting Company
ACOUSTICAL CONTRACTORS
Representing
ARMSTRONG CORK CO.
CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CO.
17137 James Couzens Highway
Detroit 35, Michigan
UNiversity 4-7888

Ray W. Covey
Registered PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER
Structural Engineering Service
Capable and Dependable
828 MICHIGAN BUILDING
DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN
WOODWARD 3-7330

B & L Electric Company
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
18424 Fitzpatrick Ave.,
Detroit 28, Michigan
VERmont 7-3800

A. J. Miller, Inc.
Established 1923
2337 W. McNichols Rd., Detroit 21 • UN. 1-3393
VENTILATING
AIR CONDITIONING
ENGINEERS
CONTRACTORS

J. Brodie & Son, Inc.
10.311 CAPITAL AVENUE
OAK PARK 37, MICHIGAN
JORDAN 4-5620

WHEN YOU THINK OF TILE
—THINK OF MULARONI
A QUARTER CENTURY
IN TILE & TERRAZZO

Boston Tile & Terrazzo Co.
(HUMBERT MULARONI)
23740 Grand River Avenue
Detroit 19, Michigan
KENwood 1-1530

UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES APPROVED
VAULT DOORS
GROUT OR NON-GROUT
Complete SERVICE Facilities

Diebold
INCORPORATED
4105 Cass Ave.
Detroit I, Mich. TE. 3-4477

WE ARE CARRYING IN STOCK
PERIMETER INSULATION
(Foundation and Slab Edge Insulation)
HYDROMENT
(For Better Concrete, Brick, and Tile Floors)
SPECIFIED FOR
New Vernor Ginger Ale Building
Goebel Brewing Co.
City-County Building

C.L. HOLMES CO.
INSULATING ENGINEERS
12891 Artosian, Detroit 23, Mich.
ALL TYPES OF INSULATION SOLD AND APPLIED

MULCAHY & COLLINS

- J. A. ZURN MFG. CO.
  Zurn system for supporting
  wall type plumbing fixtures,
  floor & roof drains, greasepits,
  solids interceptors, swimming
  pool equipment,
- CHICAGO FAUCET CO.
  The Ultimate Faucet
- W. D. ALLEN MFG. CO.
  Fire Protection Equipment
- IMPERIAL BRASS MFG. CO.
  Wotrous Flush Valves and
  Soap Dispensers

DETROIT OFFICE
405 Donovan Bldg., Detroit 1, WOodward 1-8782
GRAND RAPIDS OFFICE
210 Ionia N. W., Grand Rapids 2, Phone 8-1173

HAMILL
ELECTRIC COMPANY

Electrical Contracting Engineers
2921 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, (2) MICH.
TRinity 1-2650

LATHING
PLASTERING
AND
ACOUSTICAL
TILE
CONTRACTORS

SERVICE ART PLASTERING COMPANY
4612 Woodward Ave., Detroit 1
ALBERT FICI
W. J. GOODSON
TEmple 3-9013

turner
ENGINEERING COMPANY

DEPENDABLE
ELECTRICAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR 38 YEARS

464 Brainard Street
Detroit 1, Michigan
TEmple 1-0470
Estimating Construction Costs
by R. L. Peurifoy
Professor of Civil Engineering
A and M College of Texas
315 pages, 6 x 9, 60 illus., $8.00

You'll make much more realistic estimates with the accurate guidance this practical book gives you on all types of major construction. Covering each type in detail, it brings you simpler ways of appraising the many varying factors that influence the costs of labor, equipment, and materials, PLUS including your overhead and profit factors as well.

Over 100 time-saving tables simplify involved combinations of labor, equipment, and materials. These tables break down operations into workable units such as the amount of material needed for a particular job, how much-hours it takes, the hourly cost of owning and operating the equipment used on the job. They give you a variety of valuable estimator's data in a quick-reference form.

FOR EXAMPLE, you will find tables that tell you the hauling capacities of trucks, rates of handling earth by hand, representative rate of drilling rock with jackhammers and wagon drills, data on standard Raymond concrete piles, quantities of material for one cubic yard of mortar, etc.

The book contains unusually comprehensive descriptions of the means for determining the production rates of both labor and equipment. It gives positive help, enabling you to understand the factors which affect production rates, such as how rates for digging may differ between hard and soft earth, how maneuverability in close quarters cuts hauling capacities of trucks, how rates of handling earth vary with the kind of equipment used, and so on.

TREATS SUCH SPECIALTIES AS:
- tilt-up concrete
- new floor systems
- wellpoint systems
- sewer and sewer pipes
- highways
- timber structures
- welded steel structures

Now... an amazingly complete work to help everyone interested in building

BUILDING FOR INVESTMENT
by Clinton H. Cowgill
Head, Dept. of Architecture
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

This valuable book examines the many problems of building from the point of view of anyone with broad interests in building finance. It sets forth the procedures involved in the design, construction, and remodeling of buildings of every type from houses to industrial plants. Professor Cowgill explains the relation of building to site, neighborhood, and geography. He discusses in easy-to-read language all the major building types and fully covers architecture, real estate, investment, ownership, appraisal, purchase, sale, finance, law and urban and regional planning.

Architects should find this big book useful as a general guide and for specific help in building finance problems. 482 Pages, $7.00.

ORDER NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

National Architect
120 Madison Avenue
Detroit 26, Michigan

New — Practical — Time-Saving...

STREAMLINED SPECIFICATIONS STANDARDS

Volume I
by BEN JOHN SMALL, A. I. A.

Here is the most valuable time-saver ever published for the architectural specifying team! Uniquely designed in three handy, easy-to-detach pads, this volume contains all the specifications necessary for the contract, site work, carpentry and other structural work, masonry, weather protection, metal work and finishing of a building. All are grouped into 63 alphabetically arranged sections, are numbered for quick reference or separate filing, and are printed on only one side of a page in double-spaced elite typewriter type. Nowhere else will you find these amazing streamlined specifications in such easy-to-use form!

1952, 1000 SHEETS — 3 8½x11" PADS, $20.00

Order your copy directly from

A. I. A. MONTHLY BULLETIN
120 Madison Avenue
Detroit 26, Michigan

The New Fourth Edition of
The ONE-BOOK REFERENCE SHELF on BUILDING

ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC STANDARDS

By CHARLES G. RAMSEY, A.I.A.
and HAROLD R. SLEEPER, F.A.I.A.

- Increased by 80%
- 386 entirely new pages
- Expanded index of 11,500 entries

Although completely revised, the purpose remains the same—to supply architects and draftsmen with the standards, facts, and data needed in their daily work for every type and phase of building.

The material is arranged in the natural sequence of building, from the foundation up, including materials, fixtures, fittings, devices, equipment, appliances, accessories, utensils, furnishings, apparatus, machinery, and supplies. The data have been drawn from thousands of sources, checked against standards where they exist and with architects' and manufacturers' associations where they don't, and presented in the most usable form.

614 pages 9½ by 11½ $12.50

National Architect
120 Madison Avenue
Detroit 26, Michigan

march '54 monthly bulletin
Planned Lighting

CAN MOLD A MOOD

CASE STUDY NO. 15

Would you guess that this relief carving—in St. John Lutheran Church, Rochester, Michigan—is highlighted by an airplane reading lamp? One lamp, never intended for the purpose, molds a mood of serenity, reflection, reverence.

Very often it takes the unusual approach to create an emotional mood, or solve a technical lighting problem. That's why we suggest you call on us when you are puzzled.

Edison lighting consultants welcome such calls. Their years of experience in overcoming every type of lighting difficulty is available to you, your architect or electrical contractor. There's no charge for this advisory service. Just call the nearest Edison office or write to this address.

LIGHTING SALES DIVISION

Detroit Edison

Detroit 26, Michigan
Rolling Steel Doors

Manually, Mechanically, or Electrically Operated

No other type of door can equal the outstanding advantages of a good electrically operated rolling steel door... no other type of door so fully meets present-day requirements in modern industrial or commercial buildings. The quick-opening, quick-closing, vertical roll-up action of a rolling steel door requires no usable space either inside or outside the door opening... there are no overhead tracks or other obstructions to interfere with crane operations—materials can be stacked within a few inches of the door curtain on either side. No other type of door offers these inherent advantages of space economy and compactness in operation... in addition, rolling steel doors are permanent—their all-metal construction assures a lifetime of trouble-free service and maximum protection against intrusion and fire. When you select a rolling steel door, check specifications carefully... you will find many extra-value features in Mahon doors—for instance, the galvanized steel material, from which the interlocking curtain slats are rolled, is chemically cleaned, phosphated, and treated with a chromic acid solution to provide paint bond, and, the protective coating of synthetic enamel is baked on at 350°F prior to roll-forming. You will find other quality materials and design features in Mahon doors that add up to a greater overall dollar value. See Sweet's Files for complete information including Specifications, or write for Catalog G-54.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 34, Michigan • Chicago 4, Illinois • Representatives in all Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Automatic Closing Underwriters' Labeled
Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters; Insulated Metal Walls and Wall Panels;
Steel Deck for Roofs, Partitions, and Permanent Concrete Floor Forms.

MAHON

Rolling Steel Doors, Shutters and Grilles to Meet Every Requirement